Abstract. Modernization logistics warehouse, quite different from the traditional by varies functions, has higher fire risk, which means high investment on fire protection design. In order to make the investment more reasonable and feasible, study on the contradictions between logistics warehouse reality construction and fire department design requirements on the process of check and acceptance has been finished. Through literature research and field investigation, combined with analysis of fire cases, contradictions are found including the maximum value of building layers, fire district area, construction area, safe evacuation distance, and fires separation. Meanwhile, according with reality situation, some pointed proposal that the way of fire separation, the safe evacuation distance and the effectiveness fire-fighting facilities investment, is put forward in this paper, which may provide the train of thought of optimizing fire engineering design investment for logistics enterprise.
Introduction
Compared with the single storage function of traditional warehouses, modernization logistics warehouses are different in terms of functions, operation and management [1] . The requirements of the relevant national regulations are not quite suitable for modernization logistics warehouses on the fire protection design, as well as different areas have varies deal plans, especially warehouse Class C. At present, the problems of construction and fire protection audit of modernization logistics warehouses in China, the same as which are needed to deal during the logistics warehouses fire safety management process, should be solved urgently.
The rules of modern logistics warehouses fire protection engineering is implement the Building Design Fire Prevention Code (GB 50016-2014 ) [2] , the requirement of which is relatively relaxed the building area, compared with the 2006 edition. According to the rule 3.3.10 [2] , when the fireproof of logistics warehouse is Grade 1(except for the automatic control of overhead storage, the warehouse storing cotton, hemp, silk, wool, textiles and other foam goods), which set automatic fire and alarm system, the maximum fire district area of storage can be expanded to 4 times the original, which change, to a certain extent, can solve the problem of the insufficient area of one warehouse. Otherwise, the functions of sort, processing and handling areas is still in accordance with the general warehouse, which make a big limitation to some new type of warehouses, for example the sorting center warehouse, automated warehouse, the use of large-scale automatic processing equipment may be not realize in which. On the other hand, the restrictions of fire district areas of multi-stores logistics warehouses has brought a lot of adverse effects to the development of logistics.
In order to understand the current situation of fire protection of logistics warehouse, summarize the contradiction between the fire protection design and the existing fire protection codes, through the field research of express delivery enterprise like Shunfeng and E-commerce enterprise like Jindong and other nine logistics companies, the author communicated with the fire safety responsibilities and fire departments, the statistics of the basic data from sever logistics warehouse are shown in Table 1 . 
The identification of Layer and the Index of Construction and Maximum Fire District Area
Modernization logistics warehouses usually extend the processing, sorting, warehousing and other operating areas much larger and higher to suit the equipment with mechanizing and auto, in order to increase the turnover rater of goods, decrease the investment costs as well as create more economy of scale [3] . Also, a road to realize the convenient ferrying of goods from sorting area to storage area, particularly in the E-commerce logistics warehouses park where the goods are transferred by corridor. And with the development of the construction scale, the area of single-floor warehouse can be over tens of thousands of square meters. Otherwise, full-automatic equipment requires much stricter on floor height and area, and most of it may be used to superimpose multi-layer equipment, so there will be put forward some questions about the building type, the identification of number of layers, fire district area and other aspects of the implementation of the code.
The construction area and other indicators are limited by code
The Building Design Fire Prevention Code (GB 50016-2014) requires that the logistics warehouse belongs to storage Class C, and the specific rules are shown in Table 2 . As is shown, the maximum value of fire district area of single-layer warehouse (or plant) Class C is 8000 m 2 , which can become 2 times with sprinkler system, and multi-layer warehouse (or plant) Class C is 4000 m 2 . However, most of transfer centers are over 8000 m 2 , so that big effect will happen on the building structure, layout, function area with their pre-design function if they all have to make a division to fire district area in strict accordance with the codes. 
The requirements of equipment function
Automatic sorting equipment is often designed for the local multi-layer to achieve classified sorting, for example, the smaller goods are sorting by human beings with the bigger ones are transferred behind. In the fire audit, the fire department always regards local multi-layer as full multi-layer, which must make a limitation quietly to the area of fire district and the equipment. For example, the sorting warehouse of Shunfeng Huanan Center is a single-layer plant with 34700 m 2 , local multi-layer 8874 m 2 , Grade 1 while automatic sorting equipment through. Local fire department identifies multi-layer plant which means that the maximum fire direct area is 12000 m 2 with sprinkler system, as the same time, the partition that the device through the wall must install water curtain to separate with other area. However, because of specialty of automatic equipment function, the local multi-layer part has had been cut in a single plant in the end, the independent construction of which, to some extent, will make a greater impact to the continuity of handing, sorting and other functions. For another example, the sorting workshop of Shunfeng Hangzhou HUB project is a plant which the area is 65130 m 2 , the height is 15 m, and the local multi-layer is 10985 in height of 6.6m. It also is regarded as multi-layer building by local fire department, which means it should set 8 fire district area according to the code and ultimately result in the automatic equipment through firewall up to 28 times and each hole must be set water curtain for fire separation. What it has to be done will not only have a certain impact on the building structure of the firewall, but also greatly increase the capacity of the fire water pool and the number of fire-fighting facilities which also increase the fire distribution load.
The Identification of Effective Fire Separation Settings, Safe Evacuation Distance and Storage Type
The difficulty of setting fire separation Modern logistics warehouses, especially the high-rise warehouse, automated warehouse and other new type of warehouse, the clearance height of which usually over 8 m, belongs to the type of special high-clear space. Due to the flow of goods between two warehouses, conveyor belt of sorting equipment should go through firewalls several times so that fire shutter should be set up in many places. However, parts of area need water curtain system which are difficult to set up effective fire separation because of greater height and span, and fire water consumption may increase result from large water intensity and intensive nozzle installation that will cause greater water damage.
Meanwhile, the process hole of going through firewall usually has conveyor belt, and fire shutter will be set up in the top of the opening. In the event of fire, automatic fire alarm system controls the folding of conveyor belt by linkage, then the fire shutter lefts down by linkage. Through the process, the success rate of folding of conveyor belt and the reliability of fire shutter all be the key factors for making effective fire separation.
The over distance of safe evacuation distance in multi-layer warehouse (or plant)
The rule 3.7.4 requires that the minimum safe evacuation distance of single-layer plant Class. C is no more than 80 m, with multi-layer ones is 60 m. However, due to the large depth of the sorting workshop and fire district area, it has effect on the layout of evacuation outlets, evacuation path because of the lay-out of large-scale automatic sorting equipment and the transport path of goods. Too big area and complex path lead to the long distance to evacuate so that it is difficult to meet the requirements of the standard about the safe evacuation distance, even may exceed the code.
The over specification of type of stored goods
The rule 3.3.10 requires that the maximum construction area of fire district and storage area of warehouse stored cotton, linen, silk, wool textiles and foams shall be set in accordance with the provisions of general warehouse. The requirement may cause a series of effect to large-scale construction of logistics warehouse, especially E-commerce warehouses, because the consumer of modern logistics warehouses mostly are ordinary people. Due to the cotton, linen, silk, wool, textiles and other necessities, which account for the vast majority, may be difficult to achieve a separate storage, operating costs and processes, so that the fire department cannot carry out efficient management and implement the rectification work.
The effectiveness of general fire-fighting facilities and the investment cost of strengthening ones
According to the requirements of the code, modern logistics warehouses must install fire hydrant system, automatic sprinkler system and other active fire prevention measures, but there are some problems.
The problem of the setting of automatic sprinkler system
According to the Design of Automatic Sprinkler System Code (GB 50084-2001) (2005 Edition), the rule 7.2.3 [4] requires that when the width of the barrier is more than 1.2 m, the sprinkler should be installed below it. Because of width of conveyor belt mostly in more than 1~1.8 m, the sprinkler system always is set up below the belt. However, with the conveyor belts are always intertwined and mostly metal stents or other transmission devices are below it, where no accumulation of combustible materials even stayed person. When the sorting equipment is working, it still in vibration state for a long time because of the high frequency of the start and stop of conveyor belt, which may cause the fatigue damage of the interface parts of the pipeline. In addition, electronic components or small motors around the conveyor belt could cause electrical fault or short circuit result in the worn-out outer insulation materials of wires. If sprinkler system is installed here, the rate of false alarm will increase as well as cause a greater loss of water damage.
The problem of the setting of fire detectors
With the increasing of the use of the equipment in modernization, automation, mechanization and intelligence, the use of the number of personnel is decreasing while the economic benefits are improved at this time, and the early discovery of the fire relies on the initial fire alarm. the setting requirements of general smoke detectors and temperature detectors are from the code called The Design Specifications of Fire Alarm System (GB 50116-2013) . It is required that the maximum setting height of general smoke detectors is no more than12 m, and the temperature ones is 8 m.
However, general smoke or temperature detectors cannot detect fire through the lots of layers of shelves because of the intensive shelves, the high stacks, the exceeding height of warehouse, especially deep fire. Also, due to the frequency of the flow of goods, dust or personnel may cause false alarm of infrared fire detector so that the timeliness and accuracy of the alarm cannot be guaranteed, resulting in unnecessary losses. Additionally, if the supervision and management are pool, without no duty in fire control room, the fire in initial period will not be easy to find, and it gradually evolves into a big fire.
The problem of the investment cost of strengthening fire protection measures
When the height of the logistics is over the code, it is difficult to work effectively for the general fixed fire extinguish system, therefore, the need for additional high-altitude fire water cannon is necessary. In some parts of the fire department and technical evaluation expert suggest to use large space intelligent fire extinguish system, which cost about 500 RMB per square meter, but it may mean not a small investment, for example that Shunfeng Shanghai Project had increased 18320 thousands RMB to install this system. In addition, when small fire or false alarm happens in one warehouse, the system will automatically address and locally water once it actives, which may cause immeasurable losses for equipment, storage and operation of goods.
Some Advices to Improve the Fire Protection Design of Modernization Logistics Warehouses
For the fire protection design of modernization logistics warehouse, it is the basic idea to improve the level of fire protection by the comprehensive consideration of factors such as prevention, distinguish, economic development and so on, the reasonability of division and setting of layout, construction area, the maximum fire district area and the settings of fire-fighting facilities. According to the summarization of the problems of fire protection design and actual construction in China, it is found that there are some incompatible problems between them. Based these problems, some improvement recommendations of fire protection for modernization logistics warehouses is put forward.
The determination of layers and the maximum fire district area
For general logistics warehouse, the determination of layers can be in accordance with the code. For the sorting warehouse, the determination of layers can be the same with single-layer plant Class. C if it also a single-layer one, and the maximum fire district area is no limit for fire-resistant Grade 1, as well as 8000 m 2 for Grade 2, and the area can increase than one times when the automatic sprinkler system is installed. For local multi-layer, if the area the it is not exceeded 50% of the occupied area and the corresponding safe evacuation facilities are set, the soring center can be determined as single-layer plant while local multi-layer can be out of the fire district area, or the requirement of fire district area is in accordance with the single-layer plant plus the total area including the multi-layer area. Meanwhile, it requires that the safe evacuation routes, staircase and exits of local multi-layer area should be set according with the multi-layer buildings, and it can be the lonely fire district part where is surrounded by firewall or fire shutter, in which way can improve the level of safe for personnel evacuation. For the fire area of the relaxation area, it should strengthen the control of fire load to restrict on combustible types of goods and decoration materials, also to strengthen the protection of key areas by zoning control.
The way of fire separation
It is recommended to set the water curtain system in the area where it is difficult to adopt the separation of whole firewall and some suggestions are put forward that the protection scope and water consumption of water curtain can be reduced to some extent under the condition of ensuring fire protection ability. For example, firewall of three-side and top side or water curtain can be adopted at the hole of automation equipment crossing the upper and lower floor to separate two fire district area to effectively eliminate the fire-risk impact on the other part.
The safe evacuation distance
For multi-layer logistics warehouse, it is suggested appropriate to expand the evacuation distance or simplify the design requirements if it has the follow case: identifying reasonably evacuation routes, evacuation stairs and exits; setting clear evacuation indications and appropriate fire emergency lighting, increasing the number of exits; some routes can design considering equipment to avoid cross-equipment so that personnel in the shortest time to evacuate to the safe outdoor area as soon as possible.
As for large-scale logistics warehouse such as interim warehouse or sorting center warehouse, because the staff in the warehouse are strong and young people, as well as most of the processing are mechanized operation with a small amount of manual operation, the staff are very familiar with the workplace while the evacuation channel is wider. Above all, evacuation distance in sorting center plant can increase in the case of reasonably evacuate routes and exits.
The effectiveness of fire-fighting facilities breakthrough the code
The choice of fire facilities is considered not only to meet the requirements of the specification, but the investment costs and effectiveness of alarm, distinguish, smoke control and linkage control with the application and strategy of automatic fire protection system.
For the automatic fire alarm system, the detection system can install the air sampling smoke detection, to realize not only the early detection alarm, but cut off the conveyor power through automatic alarm linkage control device when fire happens to prevent the spread of the fire.
For the automatic sprinkler system, there is no need to set a nozzle when there is no combustible material underneath the conveyor. And an additional nozzle is needed in the areas where the flammable and stacked areas are stacked.
For the fire water cannon system, automatic scanning high-altitude water cannon fire distinguish device has features that all-weather active fire monitoring and all-round automatic fire fighting. When the protected area is in the event of fire, the facility can work in time and have a full range of scan to determine the fire point in a short time, and shoot water with accurate location as well as send a signal to start the pump and other device of system. The set of this fire extinguishing device cost about 150 RMB per square meters which the investment costs is lower.
Summary
With the development of logistics, people cannot live without express delivery and E-commerce shops because of their convenience and fast, so it is significant to improve the fire protection design about modernization logistics warehouses. Through the study on the construction area, the maximum fire district area, investment costs and other sides of modernization logistics warehouse construction compared with the codes, some questions are found between the actual construction and the requirements that there are still several contradictions of unreasonably applying on new type warehouses. And in the end of the article, some advices are come up with the actual situation. Above all, the study can take a little acknowledge to improve the fire protection design and the development of logistics.
